ever, continue to remind us that the major rationale for continued resuscitative efforts in such patients is to make a reasonable attempt to exclude an incorrect diagnosis of asystole or of EMD -either because fine ventricular fibrillation is masquerading as asystole in the particular ECG lead used for monitoring9 or because of the inability to palpate a weak pulse that is actually present.10 Once such a false-positive diagnosis is excluded, even IAC-CPR, which has been shown to more than double long-term survival to hospital discharge in a more general population of hospitalized cardiac arrest victims," produces in patients with asystole or EMD only temporary return of the circulation, prolongation of hospitalization with attendant costs, and, occasionally, survival with severe and permanent neurological deficits. Heroic efforts are not justified in such patients until we learn to better resuscitate the brain as well as the heart.
The real virtue of Sack et al's study is not in having discovered a way to meaningfully revive patients with asystole and EMD but rather in having tested a practical modification of cardiac life support-IAC-CPR-in perhaps the most difficult clinical model available: a population of patients for whom the probability of a satisfactory long-term outcome essentially is zero.12 The fact that they were able to achieve any improvement at all, albeit short-term, supports the robustness and efficacy of manual abdominal counterpulsation as a simple, low technology adjunct to conventional CPR.
In 
